
3. Founding Years: 1929–1933

Hilda Kingslake

Guided no doubt by his scientific advisors in Rochester, Rhees in 1929 continued his
search, now in England, for qualified faculty for the planned Institute of Applied Optics.

At Brown’s Hotel in London, he interviewed two young men, both only 26 years old,
who he decided to appoint to the faculty. Continuing with his 1928–29 Report to the
Trustees, he was able to announce: “I have been fortunate in finding a man ideally trained
for geometrical optics and optical design. He is Rudolf Kingslake, MSc. (London), a grad-
uate of the Technical Optics department at the Royal College of Science, a unit of Imperial
College of Science and Technology, London, and he has accepted our appointment to be
Assistant Professor of Geometrical Optics and Optical Design. . . . He has published eight
papers in the Transactions of the Optical Society of London and elsewhere. By training
and experience, he is admirably fitted to contribute largely to the development and signi-
ficance of our new enterprise.” Kingslake’s appointment as Assistant Professor was
confirmed at the Board of Trustees’ meeting on June 15, 1929.

Rhees continued in the 1928–29 Report: “We have invited another young English
scientist to accept appointment as Assistant Professor of Physical Optics. He is A. Maurice
Taylor Ph.D. (Cantab), . . . author jointly with E. I. G. Rawlins of a book, The Infrared Analysis

of Molecular Structure. His training and interests
are such as admirably to complement those of
Mr. Kingslake, and promise much strength for
our new Institute.” A. M. Taylor’s appoint-
ment, for some reason, was not confirmed by
the Board of Trustees until their meeting on
November 7, 1929. Rhees continued: “For the
instruction of students in optical shop methods,
we are fortunate in having the services of
Mr. Herbert E. Wilder, who served in the same
capacity in the former Rochester School of
Optometry. From the staff of that discontinued
school, we have also taken its Dean, Mr. Ernest
Petry, to be our Lecturer on Theoretical and
Practical Optometry. His experience coupled
with his thorough training and his high profes-
sional ideals make him an invaluable colleague
in the new work.” Rhees concluded: “In as
much as the Institute is new, its courses will not
be given in full until four classes of students
have been enrolled for them. For the profes-
sional courses in optometry, the first studentsRudolf Kingslake, about 1930.
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were accepted in 1926. . . . Three classes of such students are now in attendance . . . As yet
the enrollment is small because the youth who have contemplated optometry as a career have
not hitherto been required to satisfy college entrance requirements . . .”

With regard to accommodation, Rhees stated, “For the present, work for The Institute
of Applied Optics is conducted on the old campus. By September 1930, however the work
will be carried on on the new campus. . . .”

Following the appointment of Kingslake and Taylor, Wilkins was able to publish the
Special Bulletin on The Institute of Applied Optics for 1929–30, as requested by Dr. Rhees.
It was an attractive five-inch by eight-inch illustrated booklet of 36 pages. He listed the
faculty and the various courses to be offered, together with descriptive paragraphs intro-
ducing some of the less familiar subjects to the reader. It was an impressive publication.
This was the first of a succession of small bulletins published in the Wilkins years. Then
began a long series of special bulletins and notices of summer sessions, all most attractive,
large, illustrated, and eye-catching. The University’s next problem involved the immigra-
tion laws. The waiting list from England was about nine months long at that time, which
meant that the two appointees could not start teaching until the spring! Authorities were
informed of the dilemma, and in view of the urgency of teaching in optics, they issued
extended visitor’s visas on the condition that both returned to England as soon as classes
were over. Meanwhile, their names were kept on the immigration lists so that they could
enter legally as alien residents in time for the 1930 term. Kingslake and his wife, also a
graduate of Imperial College with three years experience in optical industry, arrived at the
beginning of October and Taylor a few weeks later. Kingslake arrived to find The Institute
of Applied Optics consisting of one small office in the old Eastman Building, where physics
and biology were taught. Acting Director T. R. Wilkins, a very large man, and his secre-
tary, Helen Tobin, a recent Rochester graduate, seemed to fill the office. Helen Tobin
remained secretary to the directors for the next 43 years, retiring in July 1972. Space in

A. Maurice Taylor, 1930. Ernest Petry.
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16 BEGINNINGS: 1900 –1939

that one office was somehow found for Kingslake and, a few weeks later, for Taylor, too!
Lectures were to be given in the Eastman Building; and as soon as at all possible, labora-
tory work was to start in the as yet unpartitioned, unfurnished top floor of the new Bausch
& Lomb building for physics on the partially built new campus three or four miles away
on the old site of Oak Hill Country Club. John Leone, a very young man of great good
will, was appointed technician and general factotum as soon as teaching at the new campus
began. He continued in this capacity until retirement in 1976; he died the same year.

The partitioning of the floor was completed as soon as possible. Petry’s clinic rooms and
offices for optometry were divided off at the east end, and the glass workshop was at the west
end, leaving the center for the work in applied optics. Offices, student laboratories, research
labs, one small classroom, and a small darkroom were all, surprisingly, quickly made ready
for use. For large lectures, the physics department theater was to be used. However, the space
was already too limited, so that photometric and photographic labs were located on the third
floor in space lent by the physics department. A metal workshop for making small research
apparatus and special laboratory equipment was also on the third floor and shared with
physics. Clarence McVea was the machinist in charge for some years, to be succeeded by
Paul John, a very precise gentleman who had just two standards, good and perfect. One had
to specify which was required.

Both Kingslake and Taylor not only had to prepare several courses of lectures, lecture
by lecture, as they plunged straight into the teaching of seniors in optometry without any

preparation; they also had to equip laborato-
ries with a minimum of apparatus, some of it
generously given by interested companies. For
a time, Kingslake was teaching 16 hours a
week. One student assistant, an M.S. graduate
student in optics and physics, T. A. Russell,
helped with laboratory work. Russell later
went on to Eastman Kodak.

Within a month after their arrival, the stock
market collapsed, and the financial state of so
many businesses and individuals was immedi-
ately complicated. It is very remarkable that the
three parties to the agreement with regard to
financing The Institute of Applied Optics stood
by their five-year contract, so that the Institute,
nevertheless, worked steadily though slowly ahead
through the Depression years.

In late October 1929, Wilkins drove
Kingslake and Taylor to the fourteenth annual
meeting of the Optical Society of America
at Cornell University and took every opportu-
nity to introduce them to members of the opti-
cal profession in this country. Dr. Rhees
attended the opening session of the meeting
to announce in person the founding of The
Institute of Applied Optics and the appointment
of the first faculty, the first of their kind in this
country. Almost certainly of greater importance

Arthur H. Ingalls, who in 1932 earned the first

B. S. in Optics from the University of Rochester.

After a very productive career in optical

engineering at a number of places including

Baush & Lomb and the University of Michigan

he looked forward to attending the celebration of

the 75th anniversary of the Institute, but he died

at age 91 in the spring of 2004.
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than even this announcement was Dr. Wilkins’ presence at the reading of a paper by Brian
O’Brien, who was in charge of radiation research at the J. N. Adams Memorial Hospital at
Perrysburg, New York, near Buffalo. Wilkins was immensely impressed and convinced that
O’Brien was the man The Institute of Optics should have to teach physiological optics. In his
annual report to the President for 1929–30, Wilkins was able to express great satisfaction at
the appointment of Brian O’Brien (Ph.D. Yale 1922), 31 years old, to teach physiological
optics, visual sensitometry, and colorimetry. He was named Professor by the Board of Trustees.
Wilkins also reported the appointment, part-time, of Gustave Fassin, an employee of Bausch
& Lomb, to teach mechanical design of optical instruments. A Belgian who had taught at the
Technical School of Ghent and had had charge of workshops in the Societe Belge d’Optique,
he was an original and competent designer. The faculty was now essentially complete and able
to cover the projected program of teaching and research. Humanly, it was also an interesting,
cosmopolitan, and very congenial team, with everyone well under 40 years of age and tack-
ling a new kind of assignment.

Wilkins further reported that the University Field Secretary recently appointed,
Charles R. Dalton, was giving great attention to making the existence and program of The
Institute of Optics known to high-school students. At that time, there were three freshmen
and one sophomore in optics who, of course, were not yet attending classes in the Institute.
In optometry there were six freshmen, three sophomores, four juniors, one senior and one
special case. Optometry applications were large, but unexpected University requirements
greatly reduced the number accepted. The optometry student listed as a special case was
an experienced married man, a bank teller who had lost his job because of a bank failure
in the Depression. In due time, he graduated at a high level in optometry and thoroughly
enjoyed his new profession.

The appointment of Brian O’Brien and Gustave Fassin rendered the top floor of the
Bausch & Lomb building yet more inadequate. The glass shop had to be moved, and was
reassembled in Gavett Hall, the engineering
building. O’Brien immediately established an
extensive laboratory for both undergraduates
and graduates at the west end of the building.
He brought with him, on indefinite loan, many
thousands of dollars’ worth of apparatus accu-
mulated in the course of his radiation studies.
The sponsoring companies of The Institute of
Applied Optics continued to render great assis-
tance with special apparatus, and O’Brien soon
attracted graduate students.

The academic year 1930–31 did not show
as much improvement in student registration
as was hoped for, but Dalton’s work in the
schools gave promise of a larger enrollment
for 1931–32. During the year, several special
courses for people from industry and others
were again given in introductory geometrical
optics, mechanical design of optical instru-
ments, spectroscopy and radiometry, advanced
physical optics, the design of optical systems,
and the theory of photographic processes for a
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18 BEGINNINGS: 1900 –1939

total registration of 143, nearly all from the scientific laboratories of the sponsoring com-
panies. The largest attendance at courses given by members of the faculty was in geomet-
rical optics and in the design of optical systems, fully bearing out Nutting’s and Southall’s
assurances of the great need for applied geometrical optics, still not taught in regular uni-
versity departments. One young Kodak attendee was a future president of the Eastman
Kodak Company, but probably not entirely due to his attendance at this course! A course
in photographic processes given by Mees, Jones, and others of the Eastman Kodak
Company had by far the largest audience, for it was a unique opportunity for many in
both industry and the University to hear a whole course on the subject.

In the 1931–32 report, Wilkins was able to announce great activity in research, quite
evident from the gratifying list of publications and papers submitted for future publication,
chiefly by O’Brien, his students, and assistants. A question with regard to the appropri-
ateness of O’Brien’s radiation work in the University was dropped since it had placed him
on several government committees and resulted in a paper to the American Physical
Society on some physiological effects of light, all of which attracted attention in scientific
circles to the Institute.

An optical bench, much needed for lens testing, instruction, and investigation, was
jointly designed by Kingslake and Fassin and was taking more than half the time of the
instrument maker. It is still in use in the Institute.

Mr. Petry had been appointed by the State Board of Regents to the State Board of
Examiners in optometry. He was also extending clinical practice work to be of service to
students, faculty, and staff. The city at large was made more aware of the existence of the
Institute through an illustrated article written by Wilkins for the monthly publication of the
Chamber of Commerce in the March 1931 issue.

The Optics glass shop.
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Dr. Sedwick, anatomist at the medical school, had been added to the list of part-time
lecturers. Dr. Paul Foote, Secretary of the Optical Society of America, had requested an
article for the Journal, which was to appear in June 1931. He also reported that the coun-
cil of the Society was “delighted with the progress which the organization had made,” and
planned to hold the 1932 annual meeting in Rochester in the fall.

The General Electric Company had sent Mr. F. K. Moss to give a series of three
lectures on “The Science of Lighting for Seeing,” which was very well attended and much
appreciated. Research fellowships, to be established by several companies, were under
discussion. The medical school was interested in O’Brien’s work in physiological optics.
In fact, The Institute of Applied Optics was beginning to take its place in the scientific
world. The academic year 1931–32 marked the fourth year of the operation of the five-
year agreement. It was also the year of Mr. Eastman’s death.

In January 1932, a dinner was held at Todd Union, the student dining center at the
time, for representatives of the sponsoring committee, administrative officers of the
University, and the faculty of The Institute of Applied Optics. A rather complete report of
the activities and achievements of the Institute was given at this time by the acting director,
T. R. Wilkins.

In January 1933, W. B. Rayton prepared a statement for Dr. Rhees entitled “The
Future of Optics in America.” He first analyzed the state of affairs optically for optometry
and ophthalmology, and concluded that the United States was up to date and well abreast
of European achievement in those fields. Turning to consideration of achievements in
applied optics, he drew attention to the facts that although the United States had the largest
telescope, the glass had to be imported; that there probably was an over-production of
college-trained people, but a scarcity of qualified people interested in the performance of
optical instruments because “Americans” seemed to have taken scant interest in teaching
and studying geometrical optics. After further discussion, he concluded: “There are very
few colleges in this country giving attention to geometrical optics and the theory of optical
instruments; amongst them M.I.T. and the University of Rochester are outstanding. The
work at the University has only just begun. . . . It would be a severe disappointment . . . if
the work at the University of Rochester were to be discontinued or seriously curtailed.”

Also in January 1933, Dalton presented to the President the results of a survey he had
requested concerning the caliber and geographical distribution of students in applied optics
and optometry admitted in the last five years. The results were as follows and bore out the
observations of the faculty.

The students admitted to courses in applied optics were on the whole “markedly” supe-
rior to those in the men’s college as a whole. With regard to geographical distribution: of
31 students enrolled in optometry, only two were from Rochester and seven were from out-
side New York State, so that optometry was evidently a drawing power for students from
outside the city “comparable to the Eastman School of Music.” In applied optics, 10 of 19
enrolled students were from outside the city, above the average for the men’s college.
Rhees, in his 1932–33 Report to the Trustees presented in the spring of 1933, reviewed
the history of The Institute of Applied Optics, and drew the attention of the Trustees to
Wilkins’ report for the year. Rhees announced that the sponsoring companies regarded
their financial responsibility for the work of the Institute as terminated, while at the same
time expressing a growing confidence in the importance and value of the project. In his
will, Mr. Eastman left a great amount to the University. Remembering, Rhees said,
Eastman’s great interest in starting The Institute of Optics and his continuing interest—he
might have added that as a very unwell man, Eastman made a careful tour of the Institute,
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20 BEGINNINGS: 1900 –1939

speaking with each professor, shortly before he died—Rhees expressed the thought that “as
much of the work should be carried on as experience proves is specially valuable.”

Following considerable discussion with the sponsoring companies, with Columbia
University, and with the State Department of Education in Albany, it was decided, judging
by recent registrations at both Columbia and Rochester, that one school of optometry in
the state was apparently adequate to supply the need and that this should be at Columbia.
The closing of the optometry division in The Institute of Optics received considerable
attention in the press. The Campus (weekly student newspaper) published an article and a
very fine editorial explaining the University’s reasons and reasonableness in closing the
optometry courses, while retaining the courses in applied optics.

Wilkins, in his report submitted to the President for the academic year 1932–33,
explained the changes proposed for 1933–34 in view of the Trustees’ decision. He pre-
sented figures for registration, both in applied optics and optometry, for the years 1929–33.
In 1932–33, 32 optometrists were registered, along with 19 students in applied optics, and
153 who attended extension lectures. There were 10 physics graduate students doing their
research in optics. Following advice of the Board of Trustees, the Institute enrolled no
further freshmen in optometry, but current students were allowed to complete their course.

The syllabus in applied optics was to continue as organized for the next year although
more prominence would be given to Fassin’s work. Plans were made to exhibit during
commencement instruments designed and completed during the previous year for use in
research involving optics: a recording microdensitometer, a rotating spark gap, an under-
water spark as a source of ultraviolet, an infrared spectrometer, a quartz double mono-
chromator for studies in photochemistry, and a Wilson cloud chamber. Members of the
Department of Physics and Chemistry and The Institute of Optics were involved in the

design and building of these instruments, and
represented excellent early examples of the
continuing cooperation and involvement of
the Institute with other departments in the
University.

So far about 40 papers had been pub-
lished by the faculty and their students in
various fields. The Institute had cooperated
with the medical school in making possible
delicate and precise work in a number of fields,
including experiments measuring absorption
bands, possibly due to vitamin A, and
determinations of bile by spectrophotometric
methods. In the early 1930s O’Brien and his
students began a series of studies on lunar
reflection in various regions of the ultraviolet,
and concluded that the moon was blanketed
with fine dust, now a much more interesting
conclusion that at the time in view of recent
exploration on the moon itself.

The year 1933–34 was a more eventful
year for the Institute’s host Department of
Physics than for Optics: Professor Henry
Lawrence, for 33 years senior professor,Theodolite sighting of stratospheric balloon.
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retired in 1934 and was succeeded by Lee A. DuBridge. Meanwhile, Professor Wilkins,
Acting Director of The Institute of Optics, took six months’ sabbatical leave in the second
term of the year, and O’Brien became Acting Director of the Institute in his absence.
Taylor also took six months’ leave of absence to work at Cornell. Thirteen reports of inves-
tigations and research were presented at various scientific meetings in 1933–34. It is inter-
esting to note that the double monochromator for infrared refractive indices, designed and
calibrated by the Kingslakes, was eventually used at the University by Franz Urbach in the
course of his historic development of infrared phosphors during World War II.

O’Brien reported that The Institute of Optics had been requested to undertake, with
the Bausch & Lomb Optical Company and the National Bureau of Standards, the
spectrographic study of the ultraviolet and of the solar spectrum in connection with the
proposed stratospheric flight of the National Geographic Society and the United States
Army Air Corp. The stratospheric balloon “Explorer II” ascended to a record height of
72,000 feet from the Black Hills near Rapid City, South Dakota, on November 11, 1935.
The flight was witnessed by O’Brien and Fassin, who ran an experiment on the flight to
measure the vertical distribution of ozone in the upper atmosphere. On the same flight,
Wilkins provided equipment to study cosmic-ray tracks on film.

In the late 1930s O’Brien set up an evaporating unit for metallizing mirrors, and when
later the thin-film anti-reflection coatings were introduced, he adapted his machine for this
purpose. Later his students made many successful films with this simple equipment.
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